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	Learn how you can use ASP.NET to accomplish real-world, professional tasks. Incorporating five hands-on projects, Microsoft ASP.NET Professional Projects is your key to unlocking the power of ASP.NET. Each project is based on a real-world situation. Work your way through as you build a Web-enabled personal finance manager, develop an inventory management system, and master the Visual Studio development tools. You will be able to use the skills that you develop throughout the book to modify the projects as needed to fit your professional needs.
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Status Epilepticus: A Clinical Perspective (Current Clinical Neurology)Humana Press, 2005

	A panel of senior clinicians critically reviews the many forms of status epilepticus (SE), their causes, manifestations, methods of diagnosis, and appropriate treatments. The emphasis is on the disease as encountered by the clinician in the field and the importance of correct recognition and diagnosis. The authors provide for each form of SE...
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Ubuntu for Non-Geeks: A Pain-Free, Get-Things-Done GuideNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		The Ubuntu Linux distribution makes Linux easy, and Ubuntu for Non-Geeks makes it even easier. Full of tips, tricks, and helpful pointers, this pain-free guide is perfect for those interested in—but nervous about—switching to the Linux operating system.

	
		This revised and expanded fourth edition is...
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Clinical Neurocardiology: Fundamentals and Clinical Cardiology (Fundamental and Clinical Cardiology)CRC Press, 1999

	This valuable reference provides a wide range of practical, clinical information for physicians who care for patients with neurological and cardiac problems.

	Clinical Neurocardiology

	
		considers neurological complications arising from cardiac surgery and other cardiac interventions
	
		describes...
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Effective Enterprise JavaAddison Wesley, 2004
If you want to build better Java enterprise applications and work more efficiently, look no further. Inside, you will find an accessible guide to the nuances of Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) development. Learn how to:

	
    Use in-process or local storage to avoid the network
...
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Mastering GruntPackt Publishing, 2014

	Master this powerful build automation tool to streamline your application development


	About This Book

	
		Master the development of your web applications by combining Grunt with an army of other useful tools
	
		Learn about the key tasks behind devops integration and automation so you can utilize...
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Dictionary of Computer and Internet TermsBarron's Educational Series, 2009
Computer terminology is constantly expanding, and the brand-new edition of this dictionary has been updated to keep pace with the latest important innovations in computer science and technology. Emphasis is on helpful information for non-technical home computer users. The book presents more than 3,200 computer-related terms with clear and succinct...
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